
Catalog/Schedule Work Team Minutes 
Thrs. Mar 27, 2008 - 10:30am 

Audio-conference number 1-800-893-8850, conference code 6384637 
Attendees:  SW: Patrick T; UAF: Mae D, Colleen A; UAA: Linda D, Charese G, Sarah H;  
 UAS: Jeanny W, Jan C.  
 
Task Requests  
New TRs 

• TR#9 UAOnline Catalog prereq’s and coreq’s copied forward to Catalog Entries page, 
from the secondary Detailed Course Information (DCI) page. 

From Linda K Davis emailed 3/6. 
Addresses only non-secure Catalog. The group decided to make no change to the secondary 
page (DCI), as it also includes other info such as restrictions, to keep mods minimal, and to 
request that the coreqs and prereqs be copied to the first page “Catalog Entries”.  

 
TRs in Testing 

• QAdhoc Section Status  
From Melody Sayles emailed 3/21:  
Charese, Your Task Request to add 4 more fields to the Section Status List in QAdhoc is in 
RPTQ (Prep) for testing. The new fields are:  Attendance_Method, Instruct_Method, 
Session_code and College_Code. 
UAA, UAF, and UAS all approve for Prod based on Charese’ testing.  
 
TRs in queue 
Approved by BST 3/6/08: SSR2DNL Add sort parameters (now also alphabetical, not just 
subject order) to print class schedules.  
 
Approved by BST 9/20/07 (not in LrgP yet):  
Status: These will follow after priority UA projects such as educational goals. 
Patrick will prepare static html pages, and will post them to the CCS list for approval before 
these go to the programmers. After approval of the html’s, they will be built in LrgPrep. 
 TR#1 Non-secure Catalog search restructure. 
 TR#2 Non-secure Class Schedule search restructure. 
 TR#3 Secure Look-Up Classes to Add search restructure. 
 TR#8 Remove “Display” links from Student Records, add Catalog link to Registration. 
Approved by BST 12/13/07 (not in LrgP yet).  

TR#3A, 3B to include the SCATEXT Department Text under the subject heading in 
UAOnline 

 
TRs in Prod  
TR#5 (3/7) SSI2AVL now with added fields and functional queries. 
This has been greatly enhanced. Please spread the word to academic and advising areas and 
show them how to use a few easy queries.  
 

 NOTE: We forgot to consider during our meeting the possibility of making this 
adjustment only to UAA and PWS courses (only course numbers beginning with A or V). This 
would make sense, as UAF and UAS prereqs and coreqs already show on both screens (they 
are coded in both SCADETL as PR# and in SCAPREQ). Changing all MAUs would mean 
duplicate entries for UAF and UAS courses. Please send comments to the CCS list by Monday 
3/31 so we could modify the request before forwarding to BST. Thank you.  



Discussion:  
• Syllabus Viewing  

Since the url field on SCA/SSASYLB does not work as a direct link, the Reg-L group suggests 
this work-around: 
On SCASLLB or SSASYLB, Use any free-text field such as the Learning Objectives field just 
below the url field, or the Materials and Technical Requirements field in the next block to just 
type in the url where the syllabus can be found. Then students can copy and paste the url into 
their browser.  
 

• Online catalog and schedule options 
From Colleem A, emailed 3/21: 
Please add a review of the online catalog and schedule options to the agenda for the next 
week's meeting.  There are some conflicts between semesters but I feel this is something that 
we need to review each semester as our understandings of the system grow and change. 
Colleen 
We went through the options on SOATERM, Web Processing Controls, and agreed on uniform 
control sets for Summer and Fall 2008:  
In Catalog Search Controls, all are “on” except Search by Schedule Type. 
In Schedule Search Controls, all are “on” except Search by Duration (Open Learning Only). 

No campus is using Open Learning at this time. 
These settings can be adjusted as long as all MAUs agree. Please bring adjustment 
suggestions to the CCS team.  
 
Dates and reminders: 
Banner Prod outage 3/28 6pm to Sun 3/30 8pm with contingent to continue into Mon 3/31. 
Class Schedule UAOnline Dates –  
 2008 03 - View Mar 24, Reg opens Apr 7 
 2009 01 – View Oct 27, Reg opens Nov 10 
LrgPrep next refresh will be 6/2. Prep/LrgPrep were updated to version10 on 2/18.  
Prerequisite checking will be migrated 4/3.  

Catalog courses built after that date that have a prerequisite, must be coded NPREQ to 
prevent prerequisite checking. SCADETL> Supplemental> Elem 2> “NPREQ”.  

 
 
Next scheduled CCS meeting Thr Apr 24, 10:30am. 
  -jan 


